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Controlling electron transmission through molecular junc-
tions that comprise molecular ring structures by magnetic

fields is considered to be challenging because the required field
strengths are believed to be unrealistically high, on the order of
the Aharonov-Bohm period of ∼104 Tesla for typical molecular
rings.1,2 Here we reconsider the possibility of controlling elec-
trical conduction characteristics of molecular ring structures such
as benzene, biphenyl, and anthracene by static uniformmoderate
magnetic fields. We follow the lead of refs 3�6, which indicate
that large sensitivity to magnetic fields may be found in junctions
where (a) electronic state degeneracy leads to interference that
can be suitably tuned by the magnetic field and (b) weak
molecule�metal coupling results in sharp transmission resonances.
This implies that the behavior of such systems will strongly depend
on junction geometry that determines the transmission pathways
and on the effect of dephasing (decoherence) processes resulting
from thermal motions in the junction.

In the present study, we analyze in detail the role of junction
geometry and dephasing on the transport properties of molecular
rings subject to external magnetic fields by means of a tight-
binding (H€uckel) Hamiltonian, focusing on the benzene struc-
ture as a model system. We show that weak lead-ring coupling,
discussed in previous studies, is a necessary but insufficient
condition to gain magnetic field control over the transport
through the doubly degenerate energy levels of the benzene
bridge. Asymmetric junction geometries accompanied by small
dephasing rates are found to be essential to obtain experimentally
detectable magnetic field effects in the I�V characteristic of the
molecular ring. In a subsequent expanded publication, we will
show that most of our results are generic and are qualitatively
similar in other, including more complex, ring structures as well
as in continuum ring models. In fact, the underlying interference

physics can be demonstrated in a simplified two-level model,
where the two levels represent electronic wave functions with
opposite angular momenta, whose degeneracy is split by cou-
pling to the leads, an imposed magnetic field, or both.

In what follows, we first describe our model and theoretical
approach, then present results of model calculations that
describe (a) the magnetic field effect on the transmission
probability and on the current voltage characteristics of simple
molecular ring junctions; (b) the effect of structure, symmetry,
and geometry on the dependence of junction transport pro-
perties on the applied magnetic field; and (c) the effect of
dephasing processes on these behaviors. Possible experimen-
tal manifestations of our theoretical predictions are discussed
in the summary section.

Our model junction comprises a ring molecule bridging two
metal leads (L, R) through two chosen sites on the ring. The
molecule is described by a tight-binding (H€uckel) model with
on-site energies RM, nearest-neighbor interactions βM, and
interatomic distance of 0.139 nm. The metals can be modeled
by any wide-band reservoir of a given electrochemical potential.
For definiteness, they are modeled here as infinite 1-D tight-
binding periodic arrays of atoms with on-site energies and
nearest-neighbor coupling matrix elements RK and βK (K ∈ L, R),
respectively. In the site representation, the corresponding tight
binding Hamiltonian is given as

Ĥ ¼ ĤL þ ĤR þ ĤM þ V̂ LM þ V̂RM ð1Þ
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ABSTRACT: Whereas conducting loops are, in principle,
sensitive to external magnetic field, as is pronouncedly exem-
plified by the Aharonov�Bohm (AB) effect, the small radius of
molecular rings makes the observation of such effects challen-
ging. Indeed, the unrealistically large magnetic field needed to
realize the AB effect in molecular rings has led to a widespread
belief that molecular conduction is insensitive to laboratory
realizable fields. Here we revisit this issue, presenting conditions
under which magnetic field control of molecular ring conduc-
tion is realizable with pronounced effects on the I�V
characteristics. We find these conditions to be (a) weakmolecule-lead coupling, implying relatively distinct conduction resonances,
(b) asymmetric junction structure (e.g., meta- or ortho-connected benzene rather than a para structure), and (c) minimal dephasing
(implying low temperature) so as to maintain coherence between multiple pathways of conduction.
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where

ĤK ¼ RK ∑
n ∈ K

jnæÆnj

þ βK ∑
n ∈ K

ðjnæÆn þ 1j þ jn þ 1æÆnjÞ;

K ¼ L,R,M ð2Þ

V̂KM ¼ βKMðjnæÆmj þ jmæÆnjÞ;
n ∈ K ¼ L,R; m ∈ M ð3Þ

where {|næ} is an orthogonal set of atomic orbitals centered at
atomic sites n (n ∈ K = L, R, M). The indices K = L, R, and M
correspond to the subspaces of the left (L), right (R), and
molecule (M), respectively.

Models 1�3 are supplemented by an additional magnetic field
BB applied to the junction, so that the kinetic energy operator of an elec-
tron is modified according to (2me)

�1p̂B2 f (2me)
�1(p̂ + ((|e|ÂB)/

c))2, whereme and e are the electron mass and charge. We assume
that the field is uniform, applied in the bridge region only and, for
the planar ring-molecules considered, perpendicular to themolecu-
lar plane. In the standard London approximation,7 one (a)
represents this field as a vector potential in the symmetric gauge,
AB( rB) =

1/2BB � rB, and (b) modifies the finite basis of field-free
atomic orbitals |næ = χn(rB), where rB is measured from the center
of atom n so as to account for the phase difference between wave
functions centered on different atomic sites

χnð rBÞ f χ~nð rBÞ ¼ expð�iðjej=pÞ ABn 3 rBÞχnð rBÞ ð4Þ
where ABn = AB(rBn). This leads to a tight binding (H€uckel)
Hamiltonian with coupling between atomic sites given by

βmn ¼
Z

d rB χ
�
mð rBÞVχnð rBÞ expð�iðjej=pÞðABn � ABmÞ 3 rBÞ

For nearest neighbor interactions, rB in the exponent is approxi-
mately replaced by (rBm + rBn)/2, leading to

βM f βmn ¼ βMe
iθmn ; n,m ∈ M ð5Þ

where

θmn ¼ � jej
p
ðABn � ABmÞ 3

rBm þ rBn

2

¼ jej
4p

BB� ð rBm � rBnÞ 3 ð rBm þ rBnÞ

¼ jej
2p

rBm � rBn 3 BB ð6Þ

and the molecular Hamiltonian is now given by

ĤM ¼ RM ∑
n ∈ M

jnæÆnj

þ βM ∑
n,m ∈ M

ðeiθmn jmæÆnj þ e�iθmn jnæÆmjÞ ð7Þ

Note that |rBm � rBn| is twice the area of the triangle spanned by
the vectors, so θmn = 2πδϕB/ϕ0, where δϕB is the magnetic flux
through the triangle spanned by the position vectors ( rBn,rBm) and
ϕ0 = h/|e| is the flux quantum.

To evaluate the transmission coefficient associated with this
setup, we follow the scattering method used in refs 8 and 9 that

yields the overall as well as the individual bond currents and, in its
density matrix version, can be generalized to account (approxi-
mately) for dephasing processes. For any pair of nearest neighbor
sites (m,n), this approach yields the bond transmission function
Tnm(E) = Jnm(E)/Jin(E), which is the ratio between the net bond
current and the incoming current of electrons of energy, E. For a
finite bias voltage, the net bond current between any two nearest
neighbor sites in a two-terminal junction is obtained from the
Landauer formula

ImnðVÞ ¼ e
πp

Z ∞

�∞
TnmðEÞðfLðEÞ � fRðEÞÞ dE ð8Þ

where fK (E) and μK (K = L, R) are the Fermi functions and
chemical potentials of the left and right leads, respectively.

Two different procedures are used to model dephasing effects.
In one, we introduce a damping rate η to the nondiagonal density
matrix elements in the site representation. Alternatively, we use
the Buttiker probe method,10 where the dephasing rate at site j of
the molecule is determined by its coupling βj,J to an external
thermal electron reservoir, J, with chemical potential set such that
no net current flows through the corresponding contact.

Next, consider the conduction properties of this model junc-
tion with and without an imposed magnetic field. As discussed
above, current conduction through ring structures is inherently
associated with interfering transmission pathways11 that may be
conveniently described in terms of degenerate eigenstates of the
isolated ring. The corresponding degenerate states can be
represented in terms of rotating, clockwise, and counter-clock-
wise Bloch states on the ring. Indeed, it is the tuning of the
relative phases of these states by an external magnetic field that
potentially provides control of the ring transmission properties.
This implies several important aspects of the resulting behavior:
First, transport will be affected by interference (and consequently
most amenable to magnetic field control) in energy regimes
dominated by such degenerate states. Second, strong interfer-
ence effects and large sensitivity to magnetic field are expected
when these states are associated with sharp transmission reso-
nances, that is, for sufficiently weak metal-molecule coupling.
Third, the symmetry of a given junction geometry strongly affects
the interference pattern and hence dictates the transport proper-
ties. Fourth, these phenomena will be strongly influenced by
dephasing processes.

The results presented below show several manifestations of
these effects. In these calculations, the molecular junction is
emulated by the tight binding (Huckel) molecular Hamiltonian
and 1-D tight binding leads as presented above. For the latter,
we take zero on-site energies, that is, RK (K ∈ L, R) = 0, and
nearest-neighbor coupling, βL = βR = 6 eV, that corresponds to a
metallic band of width 24 eV. The zero bias Fermi energies of
these contacts are set to EF = 0. Unless otherwise stated, we have
taken the leads temperature to be zero and assumed that the
potential bias falls symmetrically on the metal�molecule inter-
faces, that is μL = EF + eV/2 and μR = EF � eV/2. For the
molecular structure, we take RM=�1.5 eV and βM= 2.5 eV for all
nearest-neighbor atom pairs. For free benzene molecules, the
highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMOs) constitute pairs of
doubly degenerate orbitals, which, with our choice of molecular
parameters and energy origin, are positioned at RM� βM =�4 eV
and RM + βM = 1 eV, respectively. Upon connecting to the metal
leads, these levels get broadened, and more importantly their
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degeneracy splits. For sufficiently weak metal�molecule coupling,
βMK (K = L, R), these split levels constitute sharp transmission
resonances at the corresponding energies. When dephasing is
considered via the B€uttiker probe methods, we describe the
probe by the same tight-bindingmetal model, eq 2, and the same
energetic parameters (site energy and intersite coupling) as our
source and drain leads. We use a single-parameter βBM for all
couplings of molecular sites to such probes. Similarly, when
dephasing is considered using the density matrix method, we use a
single parameter η for the damping of the nondiagonal elements
of the molecular density matrix. We will see below that in
addition to the junction symmetry, the molecule-lead coupling
and the dephasing rate are themost important system parameters
that determine the sensitivity of its transport behavior to an
external magnetic field.

In several recent publications, we and others have studied the
circular currents that can be induced on such molecular rings in a
biased junction.12 At issue now is the question of whether
transport through such molecular rings can be affected by
imposing an external magnetic field. Interestingly, previous
studies1,2 suggest that whereas the transmission T (E) may be
affected by an external magnetic field, the integrated transmis-
sion, which yields the current�voltage characteristics, is not.
Similar conclusions may be drawn from Figure 1, which shows
the transmission probabilityT (E) and the I�V characteristic of
para-connected benzene molecule.T (E) is shown in Figure 1a,
which focuses on the doubly degenerate (in the free molecule)

molecular resonance at 1 eV.When themolecule-lead coupling is
weak enough (here taken to be βKM = 0.05 eV), the resonance
splitting affected by a magnetic field is clearly seen. This very
small splitting is completely erased for larger molecule-leads
coupling, as seen in Figure 1b, where βKM = 0.5 eV. Furthermore,
it is found that the area under the T (E) curve does not change
with B, so the integral over any Fermi window that encompasses
this spectral structure to give the I�V characteristics, does not
depend on the imposed magnetic field for realistic field inten-
sities, as seen in Figure 1c. Note that for symmetric voltage
distribution in the junction, the molecular resonance at 1 eV is
manifested by current steps at V =(2 V (Figure 1c) that are seen
to be insensitive to B. Only by zooming into the current step
region (inset in Figure 1c) does one find a small shoulder
resulting from the level splitting at a finite magnetic field value.
This, however, requires bias and gate voltage precision smaller
than the level splitting and very low temperatures. It should be
noted that another regime of field dependence takes place at very
high fields (Figure 1d), where shifting of energy levels causes
other levels to appear within the Fermi window between μL and
μR. For molecular scale loops, however, this happens at field
intensities that are unrealistically large (∼1000T) and therefore
will not be further discussed. Note that this is the regime
(in terms of ϕB/ϕ0) where the Aharonov-Bohm effect is observed
in mesoscopic rings.

Observations such as those discussed above, together with the
obvious fact that the magnetic field associated with the

Figure 1. Transmission probabilityT (E) (a,b) and the I�V characteristics (c,d) of a junction comprising para-connected benzene coupled to the leads
with coupling element 0.05 (a,c,d) and 0.5 eV (b; the inset shows a close-up on the dip obtained at finite B) evaluated for different magnetic field
strengths B normal to the ring. In the main panel of part c, the results obtained for different magnetic fields for the para system are essentially
indistinguishable from each other. The inset in this part shows a close-up on the V = 2 V neighborhood that shows the consequence of the split
degeneracy in the para-connected junction. Part d shows the magnetic field effect for unrealistically large field intensities.
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Aharonov-Bohm period ϕ0 is unrealistically large for small
molecular loops, are presumably the source of a general belief
that magnetic field effects cannot be observed in molecular
conduction junctions. However, a strikingly different behavior
is found in junctions comprising weakly coupled meta- and
ortho-connected ring molecules. Figure 2a, an analog of
Figure 1a, shows the transmission probability of a meta-con-
nected benzene junction under an external magnetic field
perpendicular to the molecular plane, again with molecular lead
coupling 0.05 eV. First note that the asymmetric coupling to the
leads results in degeneracy split even in the absence of external
magnetic field. As B is increased, this splitting reduces up to a
certain magnetic field intensity (here at about (2 T with other
values observed for different molecule-lead couplings), where it
vanishes (level crossing), engendering constructive interfer-
ence at this field value. This can be understood as phase
adjustment of the interfering electron waves by the field,
causing them to interfere constructively until full resonant
transmission is reached. Interestingly, in this regime of mag-
netic field strengths, not only the splitting but also the area
under the transmission function is field-dependent. Initially,
as constructive interference builds up and the transmission
peaks merge, the total area under the transmittance peaks
increases with increasing magnetic field. Consequently, in the
corresponding I�V plots (Figure 2b), the current steps are found to
be very sensitive to the imposed magnetic field intensity. As the
field is further increased, the transmittance peaks split again
until they become fully separated. At this point, the total area
under the transmittance peak becomes insensitive to the
intensity of the external field, and only the peak position
changes. Finally, as discussed above, for unrealistically large
magnetic fields, other energy levels enter the Fermi integra-
tion window, and the I�V curve changes accordingly.

As can be seen in the inset of Figure 2, when the lead-molecule
coupling is high such that the conduction resonance is broa-
dened, the I�V curve becomes insensitive to the intensity of the
applied magnetic field, even in the asymmetric junction config-
uration (ortho- or meta-connected benzene ring).

As we will show in a subsequent expanded publication, the
observations obtained for the benzene molecule regarding the

sensitivity of the I�V behavior to relatively weak external
magnetic fields represent generic phenomena that appear in
many ring molecular structures characterized by weak molecule-
lead coupling. In particular, the results shown in Figure 2b
suggest that in asymmetrically connected junctions the magnetic
field dependence of the I�V curve should be experimentally
observable in the low lead-ring coupling regime. Details of this
behavior depend on the electronic structure of the molecule and
on the junction geometry. Keeping in mind that this behavior
originates from interference between transmission pathways, we
next turn to consider the effect of dephasing processes on these
findings.

Dephasing effects in nanojunction transport are often dis-
cussed using the B€uttiker probe method.10 Because this phe-
nomenological method is based on a rather artificial process of
replacing coherently transmitted electrons by electrons with an
indeterminate phase, we chose to compare such results with
those obtained from a density matrix approach8,9,12 often used in
spectroscopy, where phenomenological damping is imposed on
the nondiagonal elements of the junction density matrix in the
spirit of the Bloch or Redfield theories of relaxation in a multi-
level system. In the former approach, the dephasing rate is
determined by the molecule-probe coupling, here denoted
βBM. In the latter, the process is governed by the coherence
relaxation rate η. In both approaches, it is possible to affect
dephasing locally, that is, at any given site of the tight-binding
representation of the molecular ring.

Figure 3 compares results from these calculations in the
absence of a magnetic field. Here dephasing is applied to all sites
of the molecular (benzene) ring, and the transmission coefficient
is plotted against electron energy for the para- and meta-
connected benzene molecules (results for the ortho case are
similar to those of the meta structure) for different values of the
dephasing parameters. We note in passing that our calculations
using the B€uttiker probe method are practically identical to those
obtained by Dey et al.13 when the same junction parameters are
used. On this level of presentation, the main effect of dephasing is
seen to be broadening of the transmission peaks.

The two different phenomenological models of dephasing
used here give qualitatively similar results. An immediate

Figure 2. (a) Transmission probability T (E) around E = 1 eV through a junction comprising meta-connected benzene coupled to the leads with
coupling matrix element 0.05 eV, evaluated for different magnetic field strengths B normal to the plane of the ring. (b) Current�voltage behavior of this
junction for the different magnetic field intensities. The inset in part b shows the same current�voltage plots for molecule-leads coupling 0.5 eV. Here
sensitivity to the magnetic field disappeared, and results for different values of B overlap. Results for the ortho-connected molecule are qualitatively
similar to those shown here for the meta configuration.
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consequence of dephasing is broadening accompanied by
elimination of interference effect, as seen in the insets of
Figure 3c,d. This in fact affects the conductance in an essen-
tial way, particularly in the weak molecule-lead coupl-
ing case. Figure 4 shows the I�V behavior associated with
the molecular resonance at 1 eV for molecule-lead coupling
0.05 eV. In the para-connected bridge, the two ring arms are
equal in length; therefore, at zero magnetic field, constructive
interference occurs and the transmission probability peaks.

As dephasing is introduced, the constructive interference is
destroyed; therefore, beyond the onset of conduction at V =
2 V, the current is reduced. For the meta-connected molecule,
the zero-field interference is destructive; therefore, the intro-
duction of dephasing results in an increase of the current.
Implementing dephasing by the density matrix method gives
qualitatively similar results.

Finally, as seen in Figure 5, the destruction of coherence also
has a drastic effect on the response of conduction to magnetic

Figure 3. Transmission probability as a function of energy in the presence of dephasing: Top and bottom figures correspond to para- and meta-
connected benzene molecules, with molecule-leads coupling taken 1 eV. Left: Results obtained using the B€uttiker probe model with the indicated
coupling parameter βBM. Right: results obtained by the density-matrix calculation with the indicated dephasing rate η. The inset in the lower (meta)
panels show a close-up in the resonance at 1 eV.

Figure 4. Current�voltage behavior in (a) para- and (b) meta-connected benzene for different dephasing strengths (imposed by the B€uttiker probe
method) near the molecular resonance at 1 eV (voltage bias 2 V), with molecule-lead coupling βKM = 0.05 eV. Similar results are obtained using the
density matrix approach.
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field. The largemagnetic field effect on the conduction properties
of asymmetrically connected benzene molecules seen in Figure 2
is quickly erased with increasing dephasing. This implies that the
field effect seen in Figure 2 can be observed only under conditions of
slow dephasing. We have verified (not shown) that this effect arises
from the dynamic destruction of phase and is not reproduced
merely by raising the electronic temperature of the leads.

The requirement for small dephasing is inherent in all experi-
ments trying to observe interference phenomena in molecular
junctions and implies the need to work at relatively low tem-
peratures. A shortcoming of the Buttiker-probe procedure is that
it does not relate directly to physical dephasing processes and
thus does not allow for a quantitative estimate of the conditions
under which dephasing eliminates the coherent effects discussed
above. However, the equivalent analysis in terms of the coher-
ence damping rate η provides a reasonable estimate: For the
realistic molecular parameters chosen in our calculations,
Figure 5b shows that magnetic field effects are eliminated when
dephasing rates exceed 0.001 to 0.002 eV, implying dephasing
times on the order of 1 ps. Recent observations of electro-
nic coherence persisting on such time scales even at room
temperatures14 suggest that such effects may be observable.
From this observation, we can also infer that the magnetic field
effect will also be sensitive to static perturbations of this order.
Such perturbations may be caused, for example, by asymmetric
coupling of the molecule to the electrodes, leading to an
asymmetric potential drop across themolecule�electrode junctions.
To check the sensitivity of the discussed coherent effects toward such
perturbations, we have performed calculations showing that the
magnetic field dependence of the I�V characteristics of the asym-
metric junctions toward the external magnetic field is insensitive to
the choice of voltage division factors (the way the voltage bias is
distributed between the two molecule-electrode contacts). Further-
more, we have performed calculations with modified molecular
onsite energies simulating the electric field drop across themolecular
junction. The results of these calculations indicate that static varia-
tions of the onsite energies up to 0.01 eV do influence the magnetic
field effect but do not eliminate them.

To summarize, in this Letter we have discussed conditions
under which magnetic fields can affect the electronic transport in
molecular conduction junctions comprising molecular rings.

We have found that strong magnetic field effects can be seen under
the following conditions: (a) The molecular resonance associated
with the conduction is at least doubly degenerate and associated with
scattering electronic states of opposite angular momentum, as is
often the case in molecular ring structures; (b) the molecule-lead
coupling is weak, implying relatively distinct conduction resonances;
(c) the molecule is coupled to the leads in an asymmetric structure;
and (d) dephasing is weak (implying low temperature), so as to
maintain coherence between multiple pathways of conduction.

It should be emphasized that the condition for weak molecule-
lead coupling does not imply weak molecule-lead bonding, only
that the states associated with the resonances that involve
multiple pathways through the ring (or counter propagating
wave functions in the ring) are weakly coupled to the metal
electrodes. This can be achieved, for instance, by connecting a
molecular ring to the leads via saturated alkane chains.

The generic nature of the effects discussed above (which, as
pointed out before, can be reproduced in a model comprising a
free particle traversing a circular ring junction as well as in a
reduced two-level model) suggests that they will persist also in
more sophisticated treatments. Moreover, despite the observed
sensitivity to dephasing processes and static perturbations, our
calculations indicate that they may still be amenable to experi-
mental observation.
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